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Make Your Decisions Based on 100% Call Analysis
Your call recordings may hold the key to better use of your big investment in people, 
processes and technologies.   However, traditional quality monitoring is such a manual 
and time-consuming process that only small samples of calls are assessed, and 
assumptions are made that these small samples represent your overall operations.  The 
Genesys Guru CX Speech Assessment automates that assessment process so that much 
larger samples of your interaction recordings can be analyzed to give you a true view of 
what is happening.  These facts, no longer assumptions, show the true voice of the 
customer and workforce performance which Genesys Guru experts use to recommend 
the path to optimized performance and a better customer experience.  

What Is Your Contact Center Hiding?
Your call recordings may hold just the info you need to make decisions about training, 
self-service opportunities, business processes and agent skills -- all aimed to successfully 
achieve your KPI goals.  CX Speech Assessment results help you address critical 
questions such as:

• Why are my customers really calling?

• What is the root cause of repeat calls so we can eliminate the need?

• Which agents are resolving issues quickly and correctly?

• Which agents require additional training on which specific topics? 

• What is driving customer dissatisfaction and churn? 

• Are my agents consistently maintaining compliance to avoid litigation risks?

Obtain Critical Insights and Recommendations
After deciding which call recordings will be analyzed, they are uploaded into our secure 
cloud environment.  The calls are analyzed using our patented Speech Analytics engines 
for key phrases, call events, and metadata correlations.  Our Genesys Guru experts 
interpret the findings and make recommendations that give you new insights into your 
operations’ actual performance so you can make good decisions to improve your 
organization’s KPIs and customers’ experience.  

Extend Your Analytics Expertise with Genesys Guru 
Since this interaction analysis is a managed service, no office space is needed, and you 
do not have to hire in-house speech analytics experts to decipher the results.  Genesys 
Guru CX Speech Assessment can use your existing call recordings to identify the key 
knowledge and skills your agents need to perform better, creating no additional workload 
for your staff.

Genesys Guru CX Speech Assessment
Find the Path to Improved Workforce Performance and Better 
Customer Experience from Your Call Recordings

BENEFITS

• Use deep industry expertise and 
proven best practices without 
hiring new full-time employees

• Uncover how to use existing 
resources efficiently and 
effectively to optimize interaction 
quality

• Identify problem areas based 
on facts, not assumptions, with 
precise and comprehensive 
speech analytics
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CX Speech Assessment Process
Genesys Guru speech analytics experts 
collaborate with you to identify which calls 
and other data will be analyzed and how 
we analyze it based on your focus areas 
of repeat calls, revenue generation, cost 
control, customer satisfaction, compliance, 
or other KPI goals.

You extract and upload your call 
recordings and performance data into our 
secure cloud environment.

Our speech analytics engines analyze 
your call recordings to identify:

• Key things your staff is doing well, and 
what needs to improve

• Examples of staff actions that positively 
and negatively affect customer 
experience

• Lost opportunities for revenue 
generation or customer experience 
improvement

• Reasons for repeat calls, extended call 
durations and first call resolution (FCR) 

Genesys Guru experts analyze the 
correlations and events detected and 
other areas of interest. 

Genesys Guru experts leverage Genesys 
speech analytics best practices and 
industry benchmarks to interpret the 
findings and make recommendations for 
achieving your business objectives. 

CX Speech Assessment 
Frequency and Other Options
• One-time assessment

• Recurring assessments set to your 
schedule

• Agent Skills Assessment which further 
enhances agent insights and skills 
correlations

CX SPEECH ASSESSMENT 

FEATURES

• Patented speech analytics engines 
deliver the most accurate and 
complete call analysis

• Easy, yet secure, upload of call 
recordings via the Cloud

• Genesys Guru experts with deep 
speech analytics and contact 
center operational expertise 
and broad knowledge of speech 
analytics industry benchmarks 

CX Speech Assessment – As simple as 1, 2, 3

Upload your
customer-agent

interactions into the
Guru analytics cloud

Analyze the
interactions looking

for key search topics,
words & phrases

Present our analysis,
findings and

recommendations

Upload data
Analyse &
interpret Report results

1 2 3

“The organization has to have a degree of expertise in-house – 
there has to be the analytics guru that is using the system as their 
day job. And if the company hasn’t got that time and expertise 
internally then maybe having a managed service is the way to go, 
rather than an on-site or cloud-based deployment,”

Jim Davies, 
Gartner analyst
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